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Estuary Implementation Committee Monthly Call 
Thursday, June 30, 2022 

Virtual Meeting via Zoom 
10am-Noon 

Meeting Minutes 

 
Meeting Attendees:  Kelly Anderson (PWD), Haley Burns (PDE), Kathy Klein (PDE), Lynette Lurig (NJDEP); 
Megan Mackey (EPA3), Catherine Magliocchetti (EPA3), Kristina Peacock-Jones (PADEP), Rachael Phillos 
(DNREC), Chad Pindar (DRBC), Irene Purdy (EPA2) 
 

Introduction  
• Before diving into the agenda items, Kathy Klein shared that this is Kristina Peacock-Jones’s last EIC 

meeting. Kristina will be staying with PADEP but moving to the Bureau of Abandoned Mine 
Reclamation, where she said she will get to so more engineering work. Kathy and the rest of the EIC 
thanked Kristina for her work with DELEP and the EIC over the last several years; we are sad to see 
her go but wish her the best of luck in her new role! Kristina noted that Sue Weaver will be taking 
over as Acting Environmental Program Manager. Sue has a lot of experience at DEP, with water, and 
was in a similar role years ago. Kristina said that the DELEP Agreement and effort to get a meeting of 
legal teams scheduled will be a top priority and that she will make sure to brief Sue so she and Lisa 
Daniels can keep things moving forward.  
 

BIL Funding 
• Megan Mackey shared that there has been some progress on BIL funding guidance; they received 

feedback from the Office of Water last week, and the workgroup responded to the limited 
comments provided. While waiting for the next round of feedback, Megan said the workgroup is 
working with the Office of Water on a process for coordination and communication to ensure that 
guidance is distributed as efficiently as possible, with adequate time for review, along with other 
rollout materials. 

• Kathy said that folks at PDE have been keeping an eye on what is in the proposed  year 1 BIL work 
plan, as some items have fallen off while others may need to added or adjusted.  

o PDE received $20k from Aqua toward the boat, so less BIL money is needed for that item, 
however, the cost of the van is expected to more than what we previously proposed as 
vehicle costs have greatly increased. The CCMUA project in Camden has also received 
outside grant funding, so the $25k proposed for that under BIL is no longer needed. Costs 
for the Summit however, have greatly increased so PDE is hopeful that some support for the 
2023 event can come out of the BIL funding. 

o One of the big questions right now is whether funding for both year 1 and year 2 will be 
rolled into one year. Kathy noted that we can’t have too many deep conversations about 
what to include or how to address different scenarios until we have the funding guidance. 
PDE is updating the BIL planning spreadsheet as things shift so that it will be ready to share 
with the group with the time comes.  

 
2019 NEP Review Challenges 
• Since the next program review will be here before we know it, Kathy reminded everyone of the two 

challenges identified after the 2019 review: the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) and CCMP 
Tracking.  

o CAC: Kathy noted that one suggestion in the review letter was to work more closely with the 
Urban Waters Federal Partnership (UWFP). This was before PDE took on the role of UWFP 
Delaware River Location Ambassador and we started thinking about how to create more 
community involvement in that space. Kathy said that PDE submitted a proposal to NFWF 
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for funding to create a cohort of community leaders to work with, both individually and as a 
group, through the UWFP. They hope to engage this group in the Summit via free 
registration and lodging and including some sessions that would be of particular interest to 
them. They also plan to work with these organizations to identify a project in their 
communities that they want to complete that would also help to implement the CCMP. 
Kathy said that even if PDE does not get the NFWF money, they still hope to find a way to 
make this work. Given all of this, along with the past challenges of figuring out how to have 
a formal CAC, Kathy thinks it could make sense to take this approach to handling that review 
challenge. Megan said that this new cohort sounds exciting and Kelly Anderson agreed that 
it sounds like a great opportunity.  

o CCMP Tracking: Kathy reminded the group that after the last review, when Emily Baumbach 
was still at PDE, they did establish a process to gather information on CCMP implementation 
but that it was very challenging and a big effort for little return. Last year an EIC 
subcommittee formed to review past tracking efforts and propose ideas for moving forward.  
 Irene Purdy said that the subcommittee met in October and December of last year, 

and is looking to pick back up with this work after a delay due to BIL. At the first 
meeting the group discussed the advantages of having a tracking system, and at the 
second meeting, they reviewed the process that we used before, the information 
that we received, and whether the broad and often inconsistent responses helped 
us understand how to move the needle of implementation. The third meeting, 
which will soon be scheduled, will involve conversations about what can reasonably 
be tracked, what others are tracking, and how the information is presented to the 
public. They will come up with some recommendations to bring back to the full EIC. 

 Megan noted that PDE’s recent tracking efforts and process always included a look-
back to see if it was telling the story we wanted to tell. She said that PDE 
successfully followed the model they put in place for two years, and now we have to 
determine if it is telling us what we want it to, or what changes may help us be more 
successful.  

 
Partner Updates 
• Kelly said that at PWD she has been heavily involved with PFAS over the last several weeks, and said 

that they are in the process of updating all of their documents. They are waiting for guidance and 
information to be reconciled between the state and EPA. Kelly also said that there has been a lot of 
activity around monitoring, and that they want to do more in their wastewater treatment plants and 
around the topic of bio solids.  

• Rachael Phillos said that NOAA BIL funding guidance dropped yesterday and there is a 30-day 
turnaround time for some of the applications. There are multiple pots of money, including for 
Coastal Resilience, National Estuarine Research Reserves, Coastal Zone Management, Fisheries, etc. 
Rachael also shared that Delaware is hiring a Coastal Training Program Coordinator. She also 
suggested that she and Kathy connect offline to set up a discussion about pass-through funding.  

• Cathy Magliocchetti said that EPA released draft guidance for Vessel Sewage No-Discharge Zones 
and public comment will close August 26, 2022. (Link to draft guidance: 
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/06/27/2022-13657/draft-guidance-for-vessel-
sewage-no-discharge-zones)  

• Chad Pindar provided a link to DRBC’s June Water Quality Advisory Committee meeting, which 
included three presentations that the EIC may find useful. He said that the Water Quality Advisory 
Committee is on a heightened meeting schedule as there is a lot on the agenda for that group. 
(https://www.state.nj.us/drbc/about/advisory/WQAC_june2022.html)  

• Irene reported on a recent Urban Waters event in the Bronx and Harlem River Watersheds, which a 
number of EPA folks attended. This was an EJ boat tour along the Harlem River organized by the 
Council for Environmental Quality. The Harlem River runs between Manhattan and the Bronx, and 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/06/27/2022-13657/draft-guidance-for-vessel-sewage-no-discharge-zones
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/06/27/2022-13657/draft-guidance-for-vessel-sewage-no-discharge-zones
https://www.state.nj.us/drbc/about/advisory/WQAC_june2022.html
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there are many issues on the Bronx side, with CSOs as well as community access to the water. There 
is talk of this becoming an annual event.  

• Kathy provided the following PDE updates: 
o Hatchery: This spring, PDE submitted a $4M request for Congressionally Directed spending 

(CDS) to the offices of Senators Coons and Casey. Both offices decided to put this on their 
project priority list, which is great news. Kathy sad that the timeline is unknown in terms of 
when they will find out if they will receive funding and how much. The lease with the City of 
Philadelphia is close to completion, however, part of the agreement with both them and 
Pennvest is that we can’t break ground on the building until we can demonstrate a full 
commitment of funds to cover construction-related costs. We also can’t move any further 
along with the design process until we know how much funding we will have. Without the 
$4M in CDS funding, the size of the hatchery may need to be reduced, though that would 
only save about $1M. Pennvest advised Kathy that additional funding for the project would 
not be available, however, PDE may be able to use some of the Pennvest money that is 
currently intended for future phases of MuCWI if those dollars can be raised elsewhere or 
there are savings realized. Fairmount Ventures is assisting with fundraising, including writing 
some grant proposals and providing guidance for the sponsorship package.  

o Newsletter: A change must be made to how the Estuary News newsletter is printed; paper 
costs have basically doubled over the past year, so PDE can’t use the paper stock used 
previously. Kathy said that yesterday they received information on a paper stock that is not 
ideal but is better than the initial option they were given, which was almost like a newsprint. 
This new option would still leave PDE with about a $2K shortfall, however, additional savings 
can be realized by folding the newsletter in half to fit a smaller profile, which will save a 
good bit of money on postage. Hopefully this new paper stock can be used going forward, as 
long as paper prices don’t continue to rise. The printed newsletters, which go out twice a 
year, reach a lot more people than the digital versions (22k vs 7k) so the hope is to not have 
to further reduce the number of print editions.  

o Summit: There is a lot of behind the scenes planning taking place for the 2023 Summit, 
including coordinating with DRBC on the Climate Change Forum and putting finishing 
touches on sponsorship packages. Kathy said that right now the overall budget for the 
event, assuming 300 people in attendance, is around $215k. This is after cutting out the 
dinner, and it still leaves a projected shortfall of around $35k. We are looking at $450 for 
registration with no early bird option. Kathy said that every possible cost-saving measure 
has been taken, but it is has gotten very expensive to put on events; she asked the EIC to 
think about dedicating $20k of BIL year 2 funding to the Summit. Kathy also said that some 
staff really want there to be a dinner but it is not feasible with the current numbers, so she 
asked the EIC if they felt people from their agencies would be willing to pay more for 
registration if there was a dinner included. The consensus was that not having a dinner 
would not deter folks from registering, and for some, it would be easier to attend without 
having a dinner, as that can bring about more scrutiny within some agencies. Kathy noted 
that we are planning on have two evening cocktail hours to accompany poster sessions, and 
Kelly said that networking events with refreshments is above and beyond what is offered at 
most meetings that she attends.  

o Experience the Estuary Celebration: The sponsorship opportunities package for the dinner 
was just sent out a few days ago and some categories have already sold out. Kathy said that 
the sponsorship structure has changed a bit but that so far there has not been any 
pushback. This event is more expensive than in the past, and it is challenging to be seeking 
sponsorship for two big events at the same time. Kathy noted that PDE doesn’t make much 
money from the dinner, and it is more of a friend-raiser than fundraiser, but as long as costs 
can be covered, it is worth hosting for relationship building.  

o PDE Office Space: The lease for the current space ends on June 30, 2023, and PDE is in the 
process of renegotiating a new lease, since the costs of moving would be very high. Kathy 
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reached out to the landlord to discuss the possibility of taking on more space on the current 
floor, but that will not work due to the space’s configuration and cost. Kathy proposed what 
she felt was a reasonable price increase for a five-year lease with the option to renew after 
three years; however the landlord came back with what amounted to a 50% increase in 
rent. Kathy said that she will need to present a counter offer, but unfortunately, it seems 
that what he has proposed is pretty much in line with what Kathy has been told is typical 
rent today. Without the option of adding more space to the office, Kathy and Angela 
Padeletti are trying to determine creative ways to add more desks. Though PDE staff was 
against hoteling when previously polled, that may be inevitable. Cathy said that EPA 3 has 
recently moved into their new building and hoteling is a big part of the plan there, with it 
being required for those working under a certain number of hours every two weeks. She will 
let Kathy know how this goes as folks settle into the new schedule.  

o Press Events: A lot of good press came out of the press event for the Seabin Pilot Project. 
Kathy said that, while PDE received $25k from EPA’s Trash Free Waters program for this 
pilot, there is not money available for it for FY23, so therefore the future of the program is 
unclear. The same week of this event, there was a press conference with Congresswoman 
Mary Gay Scanlon highlighting the funding she secured for the hatchery and education 
center at Bartram’s Garden. There was also a story about PDE’s new oyster shell recycling 
program in Philadelphia. PWD is providing the space to store the shells that are collected 
until they are cured and bagged for use in restoration projects. This press coverage has led 
to more restaurants reaching out interested in getting involved. Philly shell recycling is also a 
pilot project and PDE needs to figure out how to fund it long-term. Kathy stressed the need 
to do more things like this to get more press and increased awareness of everything we are 
doing.  

o Geographic Program Draft Bill: Kathy said that she is meeting with DRBC and Collin O’Mara 
tomorrow regarding the draft bill. More changes have been made to the draft after 
receiving some constructive feedback. Kathy said that they are never going to have 
something that makes everyone happy, but are trying to craft something that will be a 
palatable as possible to all. She thinks that Collin is the linchpin for getting support, and if he 
continues to support it at this stage, they will likely send it to the Environment and Public 
Works (EPW) Committee since nothing has been shared with them yet. Kathy noted that 
currently the only big pot of money available for projects in the watershed comes from the 
Delaware River Basin Restoration Program (DRBRP), and that USFWS seems supportive of 
seeking Geographic Program Legislation, which they view as additive rather than a challenge 
to the DRBRP. 

 
 

Upcoming/Important Dates: 
• August monthly EIC meeting: Thursday August 4, 2022, 10am-12pm 
• Deadline for PDE to receive information for NEPORT from partners: Friday, August 5, 2022 
• Delaware River Festival: Saturday, September 24, 2022 
• Experience the Estuary Celebration: Thursday, October 13, 2022 
• Delaware Estuary Science & Environmental Summit: January 30-February 1, 2023  
 

  


